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A Requirement-Oriented Design of NFV
Topology by Formal Synthesis

A. H. M. Jakaria , Mohammad Ashiqur Rahman , and Carol Fung

Abstract—Computer networks today heavily depend on1

expensive and proprietary hardware deployed at fixed loca-2

tions. Network functions virtualization (NFV), one of the fastest3

emerging topics in networking, reduces the limitations of these4

vendor-specific hardware with respect to the flexibility of network5

architecture and elasticity in handling varying traffic patterns.6

Many defense mechanisms against cyberattacks, as well as qual-7

ity enhancing techniques have been proposed by leveraging the8

capabilities of the NFV architecture. NFV allows a flexible and9

dynamic implementation of virtual network functions in virtual10

machines running on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) servers.11

These quality enhancing network functions often work as a filter12

to distinguish between a legitimate packet and an attack packet13

and can be deployed dynamically to balance the variable attack14

load. However, allocating resources to these virtual machines15

is an NP-hard problem. In this paper, we propose a solution16

to this problem and determine the number and placement of17

the virtual machines (VMs) hosted on COTS servers. We design18

and implement two separate automated frameworks for defense19

and quality maintenance that model the resource specifications,20

incoming packet processing requirements, and network band-21

width constraints. It uses satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)22

for modeling this synthesis problem and provides a satisfiable23

solution.24

Index Terms—NFV architecture, formal modeling, DDoS secu-25

rity, network QoS, synthesis.26

I. INTRODUCTION27

INFORMATION security while maintaining quality of28

services (QoS) is one of the topmost priorities for busi-29

nesses and organizations. ISPs and online services, especially30

small or medium-sized organizations that lack the resources31

to discern any difference between legitimate and attack traf-32

fic, can be damaged severely by cyberattacks. Some recent33

incidents prove that different types of attacks are becoming34

stronger and more frequent day by day. For example, the35

KrebsOnSecurity was the target of a DDoS attack with traffic36
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of close to 620 Gbps in September 2017 [26]. The Spamhaus 37

DDoS attack in January 2016 [25] generated 602 Gbps attack. 38

In the third quarter of 2017, organizations faced an average 39

of 237 DDoS attack attempts per month [39]. Since QoS is 40

a necessary feature for today’s complex network services, it 41

is important to have high quality and low cost solutions to 42

defend against cyberattacks for businesses and organizations. 43

Many solutions for cyber defense are composed of propri- 44

etary hardware. Upgrading or adding new network functions 45

typically enforces the integration of more of these hardware 46

appliances which requires time and imposes high costs. They 47

cannot satisfy the automation, scalability, and robustness of 48

today’s network security operations. Traditional methods of 49

threat detection and QoS management are limited by the 50

restricted computation capacity and inflexibility of involved 51

dedicated hardware, such as firewall and routers. 52

In NFV technology, network functions are implemented and 53

deployed as virtual machines (VMs) in the form of software 54

that runs on the commodity hardware. The VMs run on these 55

general purpose hardware systems, which not only provides 56

the benefit of elasticity, but also reduces the cost by running 57

on low-cost commodity platforms like x86- or ARM-based 58

servers instead of specialized hardware. The use of NFV opens 59

a new opportunity for businesses and organizations, to find a 60

low cost solution to combat cyberattacks. NFV offers much 61

less complex network architecture, reduced power usage, lower 62

OpEx, lower CapEx, and low time-to-market for launching 63

new functionalities [1], [2]. It allows testing new apps more 64

easily and offers an improved flexibility in assigning virtual 65

network functions (VNFs) to hardware. 66

Utilizing VNFs to defend against cyberattacks while main- 67

taining QoS has become a common trend these days [3]. 68

However, using the available server resources efficiently is a 69

challenge because they are limited. The physical properties of 70

the servers, such as memory, storage, CPU, etc., determine 71

the capabilities of the VNFs running on the VMs within these 72

servers [14]. There are few works available in the literature 73

providing the formal modeling of such a network architec- 74

ture [15]. None of them solves this problem in a timely 75

and responsive manner. In this work, we present two novel 76

frameworks, VFenceSynth and VTVSynth, which solve this 77

bin packing problem using formal verification from security 78

and quality maintenance point of view, respectively. These 79

are automated frameworks for synthesizing virtual network 80

configurations and placements of VMs, using constraint sat- 81

isfaction checking by SMT. This paper mainly contributes to 82

the following. 83
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1) It formally models the resources and network topology84

that implements NFV.85

2) It provides an efficient solution for the resource alloca-86

tion problem for different types of VNFs.87

3) It provides a thorough implementation and evaluation of88

the automatic synthesis tool.89

We briefly introduced VFenceSynth in a previous work [23].90

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II91

presents an overview of NFV use cases and related works. We92

discuss the framework of the solution in Section III. Section IV93

describes the formal model of a DDoS defense mechanism, its94

implementation, and the dynamic adaptability of the solution95

and a case study. The formal model and a case study for a96

quality management technique are discussed in Section V. The97

evaluation results of our model are presented in Section VI.98

Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.99

II. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE100

This section briefly overviews two different use cases of101

NFV, related works, and our objectives that use formal verifi-102

cation to solve the resource optimization problems in NFV.103

A. An Overview of Use Cases of NFV104

In a virtualized network platform, dynamic deployment105

and maintenance of software-based security services can be106

utilized to cope with the sophisticated network attacks that107

fool valid network services. Currently, many security vendors108

and Internet service providers are trying to establish common109

interfaces for NFV-based security services. A firewall, intru-110

sion detection system (IDS), intrusion prevention system (IPS),111

and other security services could be instantiated as virtual112

network services. NFV platforms allow third parties or ven-113

dors to develop security applications with network resources114

using the underlying standard security interfaces.115

Protection Against DDoS: Dynamic creation of VNFs116

deployed to defend against DDoS attacks has been discussed117

in the literature [15], [24]. Fayaz et al. [15] proposed a flexi-118

ble and elastic DDoS defense system, Bohatei, that shows the119

benefits of software defined networking (SDN) [37] and NFV120

in the context of DDoS defense. It utilizes NFV architecture121

to dynamically configure scale (e.g., 10 Gbps vs. 100 Gbps122

attacks) and type (e.g., SYN proxy vs. DNS reflector defense)123

of DDoS defense realized by defense functions running on124

VMs. A NFV-based elastic data filtering architecture to defend125

against DDoS attack was discussed in [24] by Jakaria et al.126

The defense filtering network consists of dynamically created127

VNFs, as shown in Fig. 1. On the physical layer, there are one128

or more product servers that provide online services to cus-129

tomers from the Internet, and some commodity servers that130

are connected to each other. Each server hosts VMs to real-131

ize different types of VNFs, such as dispatchers, switches, and132

agents. The dispatcher runs a load balancing algorithm and dis-133

tributes incoming traffic to the corresponding agents. It keeps134

tracking which agents are being used for which flows and dis-135

patches the packets accordingly. The VNFs are organized in a136

way so that attack flows will be handled by filtering agents and137

they will filter out the spoofed traffic by performing a spoofed138

Fig. 1. An NFV network topology that defends DDoS attacks on the target
using multiple agents [24]. AQ2

handshake with the source, as well as the product server. Each 139

agent maintains a whitelist of valid sources. They let legiti- 140

mate packets flow through it while dropping suspicious ones. 141

Source are added to a whitelist upon a successful spoofed 142

TCP handshake with the source client. Consequently the agent 143

performs a spoofed handshake with the product server, and 144

after that, a connection is established. A source is removed 145

from the whitelist upon the termination of a flow or in the 146

case of a timeout for unresponsive clients. The number of 147

VNFs and their capability of processing packets depend on 148

the commodity servers’ available resources. The placement of 149

the dispatcher and the agents, and their deployment decision 150

are challenges that need to be addressed. 151

QoS Maintenance: Another utilization of NFV can be found 152

in maintaining quality of service (QoS) in an enterprise or 153

home network. Using NFV, we can implement virtual customer 154

premises equipment (vCPE), which can be scaled according to 155

service requirements [21]. Virtual evolved packet core (vEPC) 156

and IP multimedia subsystem (vIMS) are some other ideas that 157

helps to enhance QoS in networks. Abstracted virtual networks 158

on top of physical networks can be enhanced using virtual 159

appliances, increasing fine-grained controls and isolation, as 160

well as insertion of acceleration or security services. 161

One use case is the virtualization of CPE devices [18]. As 162

discussed in the paper, virtualization of typical CPE devices 163

such as residential gateways (RG) and set-top boxes (STB) 164

in time-shifted IPTV will increase QoS. Fig. 2 presents the 165

network architecture for this purpose. In a traditional set up, 166

the RGs and STBs are dedicated devices installed in customer 167

premises. Residential gateways are responsible for processing 168

the traffic to and from the customers. Typically, they consist 169

of a range of network components such as firewalls, DHCP 170

servers, VPN gateways, NAT routers, etc. Set-top boxes are 171

specific to customers which are basically used to convert the 172

network traffic to a format recognizable by TVs. They can uti- 173

lize their memory in times of buffering live broadcast TV or 174

video on demand. The quality of experience of the customers 175

greatly depends on the memory capacity of the STBs in times 176

of channel changing for live TV streaming. Whenever a cus- 177

tomer changes channels for live TV, a burst of data is first 178

unicast to the STB of that customer which is the data for 30 179

to 60 seconds of video play. During this period, the STB joins 180

the multicast group of that particular channel [5]. STBs are 181
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Fig. 2. An NFV network topology to enhance QoS in home area network
using virtual set top boxes and residential gateways (adapted from [18]).

also utilized for recording videos and store in a local hard-182

drive for viewing later. There is a certain capacity of each183

STBs which can be utilized for video storage.184

If these CPE devices are virtualized and moved to data185

centers of the service providers, customers are required to186

maintain low-cost devices only for physical connectivity.187

Virtualization of such network functions reduces the operating188

expense by avoiding maintenance and updating the properties189

of the physical devices. Dynamic modification of virtual STB190

and RG properties such as memory, storage and processing191

rate enhances the QoS. The service provider can offer virtu-192

ally unlimited storage space to the clients, as well as enable193

access to various services and shared contents from different194

locations. It also allows the service providers to offer novel195

services more quickly and smoothly.196

B. Related Work197

Here we present a literature review of NFV applications in198

security and QoS maintenance. We also discuss resource man-199

agement and VNF placement mechanisms on COTS servers.200

Security against DDoS: There are several works avail-201

able in the literature that introduce the usage of NFV to202

security systems. Rebahi et al. designed and developed a203

virtual security appliance (vSA) that is capable of detecting204

various network attacks while offering an acceptable level205

of performance [40]. A cloud-based architecture [44], and206

VGuard [16], a tool based on NFV, have been developed207

essentially to counter DDoS attacks. Liyanage et al. intro-208

duced NFV-based security apps to protect the LTE architec-209

ture [29]. Pastor and Lopez proposed use cases for an open210

operation, administration, and management (OAM) interface211

to virtualized security services for home/residential network212

access [38]. However, most of them do not address the issue213

of resource management in terms of VNF placement when214

deploying the associated VMs. Software-defined Networking215

(SDN), along with virtualized network functions was utilized216

to create a DDoS mitigation technique by Yan et al. [43].217

Fayaz et al. [15] proposed an ISP-centric deployment218

model, where an ISP offers DDoS-defense-as-a-service to219

its customers by deploying multiple datacenters consisting220

commodity servers to run standard VNFs. The authors for-221

mulated the resource management problem as a constrained222

optimization via an integer linear program (ILP) which takes223

several hours to provide a solution, which is sufficient for 224

an adversary to compromise the system. With two greedy 225

algorithms, they defined a hierarchical decomposition of the 226

resource optimization problem into two stages. However, many 227

different greedy algorithms are possible for a problem and 228

there is no structured way to find the most effective ones. 229

Greedy algorithms have the possibility of being stuck in a 230

local optimum, and falsely indicate a sub-optimal solution. 231

Marchetto et al. proposed a VNF placement model for 232

industrial Internet of Things that focuses on minimizing the 233

latency between two or more endpoint devices. They also ver- 234

ify proper policy enforcement for reliable connectivity and 235

security by analyzing misconfigurations [32]. 236

VNGuard, a framework proposed by Deng et al. [13], per- 237

forms management of virtual firewalls that protect virtual 238

networks (VNs). The framework also proposes an approach 239

based on ILP to find an optimal virtual firewall placement, 240

which fulfills resource and performance constraints. However, 241

the solution only addresses virtual firewalls and cannot cope 242

with more sophisticated attacks like DDoS. 243

QoS of IPTV: There are several works in the literature that 244

proposes virtualiaztion of IPTV network functions. Han et al. 245

discussed the opportunities and challenges in different use 246

cases of NFV [18]. They discussed two use cases of NFV 247

in mobile core network and home area network in terms of 248

performance, manageability, reliability and security. 249

Aggarwal et al. took the advantage of virtualization of 250

network functions to propose a common infrastructure based 251

IPTV services [5]. They focused on two services - video on 252

demand (VoD) and Live broadcast TV. They proposed an algo- 253

rithm that provides the minimum number of servers required 254

to fulfill all the requests of these services. The authors also 255

provided a generalized framework in a virtualized environment 256

to compute the resources needed to support multiple services 257

without missing the deadline for any service [6]. 258

Hysenbelliu and Teresa proposed a cloud-based architecture 259

for a IPTV service in the data center of a software media com- 260

munications ISP [22]. They used NFV and SDN techniques 261

to achieve more secure, scalable, and cost effective services. 262

NFV Architecture Design: Addis et al. [4] proposed a 263

mixed integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for a 264

generic VNF routing optimization problem. They used an 265

NFV network model for ISP operations. Mehraghdam et al. 266

proposed a VNF graph that can be mapped to the network [34]. 267

They found a placement solution for VNFs which are chained 268

together, given the limited network resources. Bari et al. 269

focused on determining the required number and place- 270

ment of VNFs that optimizes network operational costs [10]. 271

Luizelli et al. proposed a formalization of the VNF placement 272

and chaining problem [30]. They solved an ILP model while 273

minimizing end-to-end delays. Chowdhury et al. redesigned 274

algorithms to place and migrate VMs based on the utilization 275

of CPU and memory [11]. In [33], Masdari et al. provided 276

a survey and analysis of the existing VM placement schemes 277

proposed in the literature for the cloud computing and data 278

centers. The authors in [12] studied the placement of VNFs 279

and provided near optimal algorithms based on distance and 280

set up costs, service level agreements, etc. In [27], the authors 281
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mainly considered the incremental deployment of software282

based middleware, while [31] presents the study of algorith-283

mic solutions that exploit the flexibility of SDN, and proposes284

solutions for the deployment of middleboxes.285

Ayoubi et al. proposed a Cut-and-Solve based technique286

to find the optimal placement of VNF instances [8]. Their287

approach maximizes the number of policy-aware traffic flows.288

In [7], the authors proposed a flexible service function289

chain (SFC) orchestration that allocates compute and network290

resources while considering a relaxed traversal order for VNFs.291

They considered the semantics of the VNFs and used a mixture292

of ILP and heuristics to solve the problem scalably.293

Hawilo et al. proposed an intelligent VNF orchestrator that294

can decide between migration and re-instantiation to resume295

a VNF after an outage [20]. They used an MILP-based model296

and make sure that the downtime of VNFs and latency of297

SFCs are minimized. Li and Qian presented a framework298

that abstracts the high-level objective of minimizing hardware299

resources by minimizing the number of VNF instances [28].300

Their ILP-based solution provides a quick solution to mini-301

mize the number of VNFs while making sure that at least one302

VNF associated with the policy of a flow is instantiated on303

its path.304

All of the above works did not consider any specific network305

security (e.g., DDoS mitigation) or quality (e.g., IPTV) issue306

while solving for placement of VNFs, and do not provide a307

fine-grained server-specific deployment solution. We synthe-308

size the mapping between the physical servers in the substrate309

network and the VNFs while solving the resource allocation.310

We also consider the semantics of different types of VNFs. For311

example, a dispatcher and an agent need to communicate with312

each other according to the DDoS mitigation technique, but313

agents may not need to talk, hence can be placed irrespective314

of their communication requirements with each other.315

C. Research Challenge and Our Objective316

A service provider needs an efficient way of assigning317

its available computing and network resources to the virtual318

defense system that maintains quality of experience for the end319

users. They need to decide how many VMs of each type to320

run on each available server so that the incoming and outgoing321

traffic is handled properly. Doing it in a timely and responsive322

way is a challenge. A straight forward solution is to form a323

large combinatorial NP-hard problem [9]. However, it takes324

hours or longer to compute the solution for the combinatorial325

problem. Our purpose is to introduce a synthesis tool that can326

solve this problem efficiently. We propose a formal method-327

based framework that models the NFV topology design as a328

satisfiability problem and finds an NFV deployment plan that329

satisfies necessary security and quality requirements through330

solving the satisfiability problem. In particular, we propose331

two separate frameworks to explain the NFV topology syn-332

thesis for two scenarios: (i) DDoS defense, and (ii) QoS in333

IPTV services. We name the first framework as VFenceSynth,334

and the second one as VTVSynth, respectively. We build two335

separate tools for the proposed frameworks. The results are336

Fig. 3. The framework architecture of NFV network synthesis.

found within a sustainable period of time, that allows recon- 337

figuration of the VM deployment strategy quickly. Although 338

our model is based on specific types of VMs, such as agent, 339

dispatcher, STB, etc., it can be altered to work for any generic 340

resource allocation and VM placement problem that arise 341

when implementing NFV-based techniques. 342

III. NFV ARCHITECTURE SYNTHESIS FRAMEWORK 343

The framework follows a top-down approach for the 344

automation of NFV network architecture design. Fig. 3 345

presents an overview of the general framework for automated 346

synthesis of the NFV architecture. It formally models the 347

COTS server resource configurations, as well as the speci- 348

fications of VMs. It formalizes the NFV architecture design 349

synthesis problem as a VNF deployment plan that includes the 350

determination of VM placements and properties (e.g., type, 351

memory, storage, and CPU), satisfying the packet process- 352

ing requirements and quality of service, within the physical 353

resource constraints. Finally, it encodes the synthesis problem 354

into SMT logics and provides a feasible solution using an 355

efficient solver. 356

Use Case-Based Design (VFenceSynth): We build a specific 357

framework called VFenceSynth, based on the DDoS mitigation 358

dispatcher-agent [24] technique discussed in Section II-A. In 359

this case, the network topology of servers, their resources, and 360

network bandwidth, as well as the attack traffic intensity, are 361

provided to the model as input from a text file. The packet 362

processing requirements (i.e., the attack traffic properties), the 363

physical network topology including bandwidths of the links 364

and latency of the servers from ingress points are also modeled 365

by the framework. The output from the SMT solver provides 366

the count and placement of VMs implementing dispatchers and 367

agents. The tool can provide quick solutions to the problem 368

based on the traffic changes over time. It is worth mentioning 369

here that our model and implementation are flexible enough 370

to modify the types of these VNFs easily. For the sake of 371

simplicity and a specific example, we choose to do the model 372

based on this use case. 373

Use Case-Based Design (VTVSynth): We present another 374

framework named VTVSynth, based on the quality enhancing 375

technique of IPTV services discussed in [18]. In this case, we 376

take the number of customers in different home areas, their 377

requirements for a quality experience of IPTV services (i.e., 378

STB storage, memory, network bandwidth, etc.), as well as 379

the available COTS server specification. The tool provides an 380

output that specifies the locations of different VMs implement- 381

ing virtual STBs and RGs. A service provider can utilize this 382
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TABLE I
NOTATION TABLE FOR VFENCESYNTH

solution to set up its virtual network functions on its available383

COTS infrastructure.384

IV. FORMAL MODEL OF VFENCESYNTH385

This section discusses the formal model of the requirements386

and the constraints of VFenceSynth. Table I lists the variables387

used in the model. We also present the implementation details388

and a sample case study to explain the model.389

A. Preliminary390

VNFs deployed on commodity servers intercept the incom-391

ing traffic towards product servers. They drop malicious traffic392

and allow the legitimate portion to reach the product server.393

NFV orchestrator reroutes the traffic from the ingress points to394

these VNFs. The VNFs need to be deployed efficiently on the395

servers, so that resource of the servers is well-utilized, as well396

as the VNFs are able to deal with increasing attack traffic.397

B. Packet Processing Requirement Model398

Besides the fact that these servers have lower cost than399

dedicated vendor-specific hardware, they often have a limited400

amount of resources in terms of memory, CPU, bandwidth,401

etc. VMs are installed on these servers that share the limited402

resources. Our model assumes that no VM is deployed across403

more than one server. In our design, we propose two types of404

VNFs: dispatcher and agent. All the incoming packets are for-405

warded to the dispatchers. A dispatcher forwards the packets406

to several agents. Hence, a dispatcher requires high memory407

and CPU, which allow it to process high volume of attack408

traffic, as well as normal traffic. It should be installed on a409

server that can provide required resources to ensure that the410

dispatcher can efficiently dispatch the incoming packets to the411

agents and is not overwhelmed by the large number of packets.412

If T is the set of all the types, in our case, T = {D,A}.413

1) Resource Requirement Model: A packet processing414

system makes use of many system components. It is important415

to identify individual contributions of the components to the416

performance of the overall system [41]. Memory and CPU417

cycles of the COTS servers are one of the main resources418

that we consider in this research. A pipeline-based system that419

processes only a fixed amount of bytes (basically the header)420

of each packet and that forwards this data to the following421

stage in each clock cycle achieves a packet throughput corre- 422

sponding to its CPU clock rate [19]. Of course, there might be 423

other resources, such as I/O bus bandwidth, that are limited 424

in supply when it comes to the processing of incoming traf- 425

fic from clients or the Internet. It is very easy to change the 426

framework to take other inputs that affect these requirements. 427

Let MV
i ,j ,t be the memory of VM j of type t running on 428

server i; while CV
i ,j ,t be the CPU of that VM. We provision 429

proper utilization of the memory of the servers. The sum of 430

the memories of all the deployed VMs on a server should be 431

between a minimum and a maximum threshold percentage of 432

the physical memory of that server which is available for the 433

VMs. If μ and μ̄ are the maximum and minimum allowed per- 434

centage of memory utilization, respectively, then the following 435

should hold: 436

∀i∈S

⎛
⎝∑

j ,t

MV
i ,j ,t ≤ μ × M S

i

⎞
⎠ 437

∧
⎛
⎝∑

j ,t

MV
i ,j ,t ≥ μ̄ × M S

i

⎞
⎠ (1) 438

The sum of the CPUs of all the deployed VMs on a server 439

should not exceed the actual physical CPU of that server. 440

∀i∈S

∑
j ,t

CV
i ,j ,t ≤ C S

i (2) 441

Regardless of the type of a VNF, the VM that contains it, 442

must be allocated enough memory and CPU so that it has 443

the best possible packet processing capabilities. The packet 444

processing rate of a VM depends on the memory and CPU of 445

the VM. If Pi ,j ,t refers to the packet processing rate of a VM, 446

we can express this as a function of memory and CPU, where 447

αt is a constant that determines the impact of memory and 448

βt is a constant determining the impact of CPU on the packet 449

processing rate for a particular type, and TV
i ,j determines the 450

type of VM j on server i. 451

∀t∈T

(
TV

i ,j = t
)

→ Pi ,j ,t =
(
αt × MV

i ,j ,t

)
452

×
(
βt × CV

i ,j ,t

)
(3) 453

If a VNF is deployed on a VM, it needs to have memory 454

and CPU greater than a minimum value. Mmin
t and Cmin

t refer 455

to these minimum values for type t, respectively. This ensures 456

that the packet processing rate depends both on memory and 457

CPU. If DV
i ,j denotes if VM j is deployed on sever i, the 458

following holds: 459

∀t∈T

(
TV

i ,j = t
)

∧ DV
i ,j → MV

i ,j ,t ≥ Mmin
t (4) 460

∀t∈T

(
TV

i ,j = t
)

∧ DV
i ,j → CV

i ,j ,t ≥ Cmin
t . (5) 461

2) Network Bandwidth Requirement Model: We take the 462

overall network topology of the system as an input to our 463

solver. That is, we know how the servers are connected to 464

the ingress points, as well as to each other. The bandwidth 465

of each link in the topology is also provided. It is required 466

that the packet processing rate of the VMs does not exceed 467
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the bandwidth of the physical links, otherwise it would be468

impossible for the VMs to communicate with each other.469

We denote the reachability between two VMs running on470

two VMs by Ri ,j ,k ,l , where VM j is running on server471

i and VM l is running on server k. Each deployed agent472

should be reachable from the dispatcher, and vice versa. No473

communication is required between the agents only.474

DV
i ,j ∧ DV

k ,l ∧
(
TV

i ,j = D
)
∧

(
TV

k ,l = A
)

475

→ Ri ,j ,k ,l (6)476

BV
i ,j ,k ,l is the required virtual bandwidth between two477

deployed VMs. Although there is a two-way communication478

between the dispatcher and an agent, we do not simply add479

up the packet processing rates of the communicating VMs to480

get the bandwidth. Instead, we double the processing rate of481

the agent. This is because, by design, the dispatcher will not482

forward more packets to an agent than it can handle. The483

dispatcher may need a higher bandwidth from the ingress484

point to itself, but it distributes the traffic to several agents485

which lessens the requirement of higher bandwidth on the486

other side. Thus, the required bandwidth between these two487

VMs should be, at least, twice as much as an agent can pro-488

cess. Consequently, if two VMs do not need to communicate,489

the virtual bandwidth between them should be zero.490

Ri ,j ,k ,l → BV
i ,j ,k ,l ≥ min

{(
2 × Pk ,l

)
,
(
Pi ,j + Pk ,l

)}
491

(7)492

¬Ri ,j ,k ,l →
(
BV

i ,j ,k ,l = 0
)

(8)493

The bandwidth of each link on the path from the server494

implementing the dispatcher and the server implementing the495

agents should be sufficiently high so that the VMs in them can496

talk to each other. Z is the set of all links on the path from497

a server to another server. BP
i ,k ,z is the physical bandwidth498

of z th link on the path from server i to server k. The physi-499

cal bandwidth of each link should be no less than the virtual500

bandwidth required by all the communicating VMs that are501

using that link. This will ensure the required throughput for502

the communication among the VMs. We model the constraint503

considering δ as the percentage of the physical bandwidth that504

a user would like to allocate for virtual communication:505

Ri ,j ,k ,l → ∀z∈Z∀i ,k

∑
j ,l

BV
i ,j ,k ,l ≤ δ × BP

i ,k ,z . (9)506

3) Constraints on VNF Location: Sometimes there are cer-507

tain service level agreements (SLA) with some customers508

about the placement of the VNFs. As the servers in a data509

center can be located in various locations, regulations may510

restrict the provider from placing the certain types of VNFs511

on certain servers. For example, an enterprise client may wish512

to keep the data and traffic within a comfortable geographical513

boundary. If Sl denotes the set of servers located in geograph-514

ical location l and L is the total number of locations, then,515

S =
L⋃

l=1
Sl . If Lt is the set of all permissible locations, and516

L
′
t is the set of forbidden ones for a VNF of type t, then517

the VMs should be deployed on the servers located in benign 518

locations: 519

∀i∀j (i ∈ Sl ) ∧ (l ∈ Lt ) ∧
(
TV

i ,j = t
)

→ DV
i ,j (10) 520

In an NFV environment, single point of failure has been 521

an issue already discussed in literature [42]. These issues can 522

be software- or hardware-based. If a single server contains all 523

required VNFs, the overall system becomes vulnerable to hard- 524

ware failure. We provision a reasonable distribution of VMs 525

among all available servers to avoid such a failure. The num- 526

ber of VMs on a server should usually be below a threshold 527

of the maximum possible VMs on that particular server. If γ 528

is the threshold percentage defined by the provider, and Vmax
529

is the maximum possible VMs in a server i, 530

∀i

∑
j

DV
i ,j ≤ γ × Vmax. (11) 531

C. Agent and Dispatcher Specific Requirement Model 532

The following constraint ensures that if a VM is deployed, 533

it is either a dispatcher or an agent: 534

DV
i ,j →

(
TV

i ,j = D
)
∨

(
TV

i ,j = A
)

(12) 535

¬DV
i ,j →

(
TV

i ,j 	= D
)
∧

(
TV

i ,j 	= A
)

(13) 536

The combined packet processing rate of all the agents 537

should be no less than the incoming packet rate. Let PA
i ,j be 538

the processing rate of j th agent located on server i. If P is the 539

total number of ingress points and Rp is the incoming packet 540

rate at ingress point p, then the following holds: 541

(
TV

i ,j = A
)

→
∑
i ,j

PA
i ,j ≥

P∑
p=1

Rp (14) 542

The total packet processing rate of all the dispatchers 543

assigned for an ingress point should be at least equal to the 544

incoming packet rate at that ingress point. 545

(
TV

i ,j = D
)

→
∑
i ,j

PD,p
i ,j ≥ Rp (15) 546

We want the incoming traffic to be forwarded to the dis- 547

patchers first, which in turn, forward it to the agents. We 548

provision one dispatcher per ingress point, but we try to mini- 549

mize the total number of dispatchers. We consider the latency 550

of each server from the ingress points, is a function of number 551

of hops (transmission, processing and queuing delay at routers) 552

and the propagation delay, as a metric to choose servers for 553

dispatchers. The server that is closest to an ingress point should 554

be chosen to deploy the corresponding dispatcher. In case the 555

ingress points are in closer proximity, we may consider deploy- 556

ing one dispatcher for multiple ingress points. In that case, 557

we maintain a threshold latency (Lth ) that is greater than the 558

latency between an ingress point and a server. 559

∀p∈P ∃i∈S

(
TV

i ,j = D
)

→ (
Lp,i ≤ Lth

)
. (16) 560
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Algorithm 1 Optimal Network Synthesis

1: Smin
t := 0

2: Smax
t := St

3: if Solver returns SAT then
4: Get Model, M and Get updated Su

5: Smax
t := Su

6: C = 0
7: repeat
8: St := (Smin

t + Smax
t )/2

9: Update the constraints associated to St

10: if Solver returns SAT then
11: Get Model, M and Get updated Su

12: Smax
t := Su

13: else
14: Smin

t := St

15: end if
16: C := C + 1
17: until (Smax

t − Smin
t ≈ 0) ‖ (C = Cmax )

18: end if

D. SMT Encoding, Query Formulation, and Solving the561

Model562

The NFV network synthesis problem is formalized as the563

satisfaction of the conjunction of all the constraints in the564

equations in Section IV. We implement our model by encoding565

the system configuration and the constraints into SMT log-566

ics [36]. In this encoding purpose, we use the Z3, an efficient567

SMT solver [35].568

The solver checks the verification constraints and provides569

a satisfiable (SAT) result if all the constraints are satisfied.570

The SAT result provides a SAT instance, which represents the571

value assignments to the parameters of the model. According572

to our objective, we require the assignments to the following573

variables: (i) the decision variable referring to whether a VM574

is deployed, DV
i ,j , i.e., the placement of the VMs and (ii) the575

type of the deployed VMs, TV
i ,j . A ‘true’ value to DV

i ,j means576

that VM j on server i is deployed, while integer values to TV
i ,j577

suggests that VM j on server i is of a type corresponding to578

that integer. In our case, the integer values corresponding to579

the types are D and A.580

E. Optimal Synthesis Determination581

The synthesis result represents a comprehensive network582

deployment plan for the NFV architecture. There are usually583

more than one satisfiable model, which have different number584

of utilized COTS servers. The number of utilized servers will585

be less than the provided total number of COTS servers. If St586

is the total number of servers and Su is the number of utilized587

servers, we can choose the most cost efficient deployment plan588

with minimum number of servers among all alternative satisfi-589

able models for the same set of constraints. We assume that all590

the servers have similar configuration, so reducing the num-591

ber of servers will reduce the available computing and network592

resources.593

We use Algorithm 1 that updates the minimum (Smin
t ) and594

maximum (Smax
t ) values of the number of available servers,595

and finds the optimal network plan. Their values are used to 596

update St , which is used to try for a more optimal solution. 597

However, finding the optimal solution using the algorithm usu- 598

ally required more time than a single satisfiable model. The 599

algorithm requires several invocations of the model solver 600

and often confronts with UNSAT results, which usually take 601

longer time. The time complexity of this algorithm becomes 602

O(T×log2 D), where T is the time for one model solution and 603

D is the difference between Smin
t and Smax

t . For example, if 604

we start with 20 available servers to process 140 Gbps of traf- 605

fic, then the first SAT solution utilizes 8 of them. Algorithm 1 606

provides an optimal solution of 3 servers for this problem and 607

takes around 24 minutes. The user can control the number of 608

iterations of the model (Cmax ) and generate a sub-optimal 609

solution if required. However, in scenarios where a quick 610

solution is required, a single satisfiable solution is sufficient. 611

F. VFenceSynth in Dynamic Scenarios 612

Cyberattack patterns and intensity are very flexible and 613

can change very frequently. These changes require the virtual 614

defense solutions to be more flexible, and properly recon- 615

figured and replaced, so that the product servers receive the 616

same protection during and after changes. A defense mecha- 617

nism should be designed to dynamically adapt to the attack 618

changes. 619

Dynamic Behavior: VFenceSynth is capable of providing 620

a solution within a sustainable period of time when these 621

changes occur. However, it is not always desirable to fur- 622

nish a completely new solution whenever the attack pattern 623

varies. This is because of the Maximum Tolerable Period of 624

Disruption (MTPOD) may be limited for the provider and 625

the cost involved in shutting down some VMs and setting 626

them up on new locations might degrade the quality of ser- 627

vice. The dispatcher and the agents are generally associated 628

with some flows and changing their positions requires a lot 629

of handling for the NFV orchestrator. VFenceSynth can use 630

a previously found solution as an input and generate a new 631

output based on it. In essence, in the case of a small change 632

in attack pattern, the deployment and location of the exist- 633

ing VMs do not change and additional agents are installed on 634

a server or some agents are put to sleep while satisfying all 635

the constraints. When the attack intensity change is above a 636

certain threshold, we need to deploy everything from scratch. 637

This threshold value can be determined by the user of the tool. 638

This is an indicator of how much the user wants to tolerate 639

without reimplementing the whole network topology. 640

When the amount of incoming packets decreases, it is pos- 641

sible to free up some VMs (agents). We are aware that the 642

agents might still being applied to scrutinize some flows. We 643

run a load balancing algorithm that checks for the load on 644

the agents, i.e., the number of flows handled by each agent. 645

If the load for an agent is below a certain threshold, flows 646

are migrated to some nearby agents and the less loaded agent 647

is completely freed. It can, consequently, be put to sleep and 648

the resources (M S
i and C S

i ) for the corresponding server are 649

updated for the next run of VFenceSynth, with the resources 650
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Fig. 4. VFenceSynth solution for dynamic update of NFV topology.

(MV
i ,j ,t and CV

i ,j ,t ) that were allocated to and used by the651

agents that are retiring.652

In case of an increase in incoming packet rate, we often653

need to add more agents to the system. If the increase is654

below a certain threshold (e.g., 20%), we keep the existing655

solution. That means, the existing ‘true’ values of placement656

(DV
i ,j ) and VM type (TV

i ,j ) are kept unchanged. The deci-657

sion variables that were ‘false’ in the previous solution, are658

made available for new assignments. VFenceSynth assigns659

new values to these new variables, so that the conjunction660

of equations 1 through 16 are still satisfiable. We refer to661

this as an incremental VFenceSynth solution. In some cases,662

the new VMs are installed on servers that already have some663

VMs running, while in other cases, they are deployed on new664

servers that were unused so far. In case of an unavailability of665

a new server when needed, VFenceSynth returns an UNSAT666

result.667

In times of attack patterns or intensity change over the668

threshold proposed by the user, we run VFenceSynth from669

scratch and find a completely new solution. In the case of670

increase, some existing VMs need to be moved to other places671

with the network traffic being moved alongside. Several algo-672

rithms have been discussed in the literature when migrating673

VMs. However, these algorithms suffer from usage of high674

traffic buffering, which might have negative effects on the675

performance of the cybersecurity mechanisms [17]. We leave676

this for our future work, as it is beyond the scope of this paper.677

Execution Scenario: The VFenceSynth solution can be of678

two types: one is a full solution, another one is an incremental679

solution utilizing the existing one, which take less time. Fig. 4680

shows a flowchart of how the two types of VFenceSynth solu-681

tions are utilized. We build and deploy a new solution every682

user set interval (e.g., 30 min), or if the dispatchers report any683

cyberattack to the NFV orchestrator. In case of considerable684

traffic change, the incremental solution is deployed until a full685

solution is provided by VFenceSynth. This is because, the full686

solution may take some time to build; the network needs to687

be secured in the meantime.688

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) The physical network topology of the COTS servers and (b) The
physical network topology of the servers and VMs implemented in them.

TABLE II
SAMPLE CODE

G. A Synthetic Case Study 689

DDoS Mitigation: In this section, we present an example 690

case study of synthesizing the virtual network topology. A 691

network of commodity servers is shown in Fig. 5(a). Table III 692

presents the input file used in this case. In this example, there 693

are 50 COTS servers in the NFV network that are connected 694

to each other. From an input text file, we read the physi- 695

cal connectivity of these servers through routers in terms of 696

the bandwidth of links and latency from the ingress points. 697

Memory is provided in GB and CPU is in number of cores. In 698

our case, communication is required between a dispatcher and 699

an agent. Virtual bandwidth between any two dispatcher and 700

agent must be in accordance with the bandwidth of the phys- 701

ical links. In this example, we consider two ingress points, 702

each receiving 80 Gbps and 60 Gbps of traffic respectively. 703

Table II shows some SMT-Lib code snippet generated by 704

VFenceSynth. For example, line 1 in the code shows that if a 705

VM is deployed, it should consume at least 8 GB of memory, 706

while line 3 suggests that the combined packet processing rate 707

of the agents should be at least 140, which is the traffic rate 708

during an attack. 709
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TABLE III
INPUT TO THE EXAMPLE

Full Solution: VFenceSynth gives a SAT result for this710

example. From the resultant SAT instance, we find the711

deployed VM types along with their placements in the servers.712

Fig. 5(b) shows the placements of the network functions. The713

result shows that three dispatchers need to be deployed on714

server 1 and 46, while several agents need to be installed715

on server 2, 15, 45 and so on. The dispatchers are deployed on716

servers that are closer to the ingress point in terms of latency.717

There are only three dispatchers required, because they only718

need to dispatch the whole incoming traffic, be it legitimate719

or an attack, to all the deployed agents. Hence, the dispatcher720

needs more resources than the agents. The packet process-721

ing rate of the dispatcher is, at least, equal to the incoming722

packet rate at its corresponding ingress point, while the com-723

bined packet processing rate of the agents is more than the724

total incoming rate. VFenceSynth also provides the required725

memory, CPU and the packet processing rate of each VM.726

Incremental Solution: If we increase the incoming traffic727

to 70 Gbps at the second ingress point, which makes the728

total incoming traffic rate less than our example threshold729

value (20%), we observe that the existing placements of the730

agents remain the same except one new agent is deployed731

on a new server (server 5), although the existing servers had732

more resources available to accommodate the new VM. This733

is because of the bandwidth constraints associated with the734

servers already used. We may recall that the physical band-735

width of the links must be greater than or equal to the virtual736

bandwidth between an agent and the dispatcher.737

V. FORMAL MODEL OF VTVSYNTH738

This section discusses the formal model of the NFV archi-739

tecture for QoS maintaining IPTV network. Table IV lists the740

variables used in the model.741

A. Preliminary742

An IPTV service provider utilizes commodity servers to set743

up VNFs working as STBs or RGs in a home network. These744

TABLE IV
NOTATION TABLE FOR VTVSYNTH

VNFs need to be efficiently set up on the servers so that the 745

resources are utilized well as well as the service is provided 746

with better quality. 747

B. IPTV Network Model 748

The type of each customer needs to be within a certain 749

range. If UT is the maximum possible number of types for 750

customers, then the following is true: 751

∀z∈Z∀i∈Uuz ,i →
(
uTypez ,i ≥ 1

) ∧ (
uTypez ,i ≤ UT

)
752

(17) 753

For a particular type of customer, the memory assigned to 754

that customer (uMemz ,i ) should be less than or equal to the 755

maximum possible memory UM t for type t. 756

∀z∈Z∀i∈U

(
uTypez ,i = t

)
757

→ (
uMemz ,i ≥ 1

) ∧ (
uMemz ,i ≤ UM t

)
(18) 758

The same should be true for both utilized storage and band- 759

width for a customer of a particular type. This is represented in 760

the following two equations, where uStoz ,i and uBW z ,i are 761

the utilized storage and bandwidth, respectively for the cus- 762

tomer, while US t and UB t are the maximum possible storage 763

and bandwidth for type t: 764

∀z∈Z∀i∈U

(
uTypez ,i = t

) → (
uStoz ,i ≥ 1

)
765

∧ (
uStoz ,i ≤ US t

)
(19) 766

∀z∈Z∀i∈U

(
uTypez ,i = t

) → (
uBW z ,i ≥ 1

)
767

∧ (
uBW z ,i ≤ UB t

)
(20) 768

If uServer z ,i denotes the server index for a customers, 769

where its STB and RG will be hosted, and SC is the max- 770

imum number of servers in a zone, then it can be represented 771

by the following equation: 772

∀z∈Z∀i∈Uuz ,i → (
uServer z ,i ≥ 1

) ∧ (
uServer z ,i ≤ SC

)
773

(21) 774

If at least one customer is utilizing a server for its RG or 775

STB, then that server should be on. If sz ,j is a boolean variable 776
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denoting if a server is on, then the following should be true:777

∨
i

(
uServer z ,i = j

) → sz ,j (22)778

Let rgz ,s,k be a boolean denoting whether the k th RG in779

zone z and server s is deployed. If there is at least one customer780

whose RG matches the index k and whose server matches the781

index s, then that particular RG should be deployed.782

∨
i

(
uRGz ,i = k

) ∧ (
uServer z ,i = s

) → rgz ,s,k (23)783

We maintain provision of shared STBs among customers784

who have similar subscription properties. For example, if two785

customers subscribe to the same package consisting of same786

number of channels, same storage and bandwidth capacities,787

they can share the same STB that can satisfy the combined788

requirements without raising complexity of resource alloca-789

tion. If stbz ,s,l denotes a boolean denoting whether the l th790

STB in zone z and server s is deployed, then the following791

equation is true, which express that at least one customer has792

to use an STB for it to be deployed.793

∨
i

(
uSTBz ,i = l

) ∧ (
uServer z ,i = s

) → stbz ,s,l (24)794

Let the traffic processing rate of the k th RG in zone z795

and server s be rgProcz ,s,k . The rate should exceed the total796

bandwidth requirements of all the customers using this RG.797

rgz ,s,k ∧ (
uRGz ,i = k

) → rgProcz ,s,k ≥
∑
i

uBW z ,i798

(25)799

Similarly, the memory (stbMemz ,s,l ) and storage800

(stbStoz ,s,l ) of an STB which is deployed in zone z801

and server s should exceed the requirements of the customers802

using it.803

stbz ,s,l ∧
(
uSTBz ,i = l

) → (
stbMemz ,s,l ≥ uMemz ,i

)
804

∧ (
stbStoz ,s,l ≥ uStoz ,i

)
(26)805

The following equation ensures that the total number of806

deployed RGs and STBs is less than the total number of807

customers in a particular zone:808

⎛
⎝∑

s,k

rgz ,s,k ≤
∑
i

uz ,i

⎞
⎠ ∧

⎛
⎝∑

s,l

stbz ,s,l ≤
∑
i

uz ,i

⎞
⎠809

(27)810

If servMemz ,j denotes the memory of the j th server in811

zone z, then it should exceed the total memory used by all the812

STB deployed on it.813

servMemz ,j ≥
∑
s,l

stbMemz ,s,l (28)814

Similarly, the storage of a server, servStoz ,j should exceed815

the total storage of all the STBs deployed on this server.816

servStoz ,j ≥
∑
s,l

stbStoz ,s,l . (29)817

TABLE V
INPUT TO EXAMPLE 2

C. SMT Encoding, Query Formulation, and Solving the 818

Model 819

For this model, the synthesis problem is formalized as the 820

satisfaction of the conjunction of all equations in Section V-B. 821

The solver checks the constraints and provides a SAT result 822

if all the constraints are satisfied, which represents the value 823

assignments to the parameters of the model. In this case, we 824

require the assignments to the following variables: (i) the 825

decision variable referring to whether an RG and STB are 826

deployed, rgz ,s,k and stbz ,s,l , i.e., the placement of the VMs 827

and (ii) the processing rates and storage of the VMs, as well 828

as the servers: rgProcz ,s,k , stbMemz ,s,l , servStoz ,j , etc. 829

D. VTVSynth in Dynamic Scenarios 830

Typically, VTVSynth is run for a full new solution of VM 831

placements whenever a service provider needs a deployment 832

plan for all the customers located in several service zones. The 833

user can set a threshold for changes in the customer require- 834

ments for which a full solution may not be required, rather, an 835

incremental solution is adequate, where the current positions of 836

all the VMs remain unchanged. For example, whenever a new 837

customer subscribes for TV service, or changes its subscrip- 838

tion plans, we do not need to run the full solution. VTVSynth 839

can provide a solution keeping the existing positions of the 840

VMs, and creating new locations for new VMs if required. 841

E. An Example Case Study 842

In this case study, we present a case to synthesize the vir- 843

tual network functions in a home area network (HAN) for 844

virtual IPTV solutions. Table V presents the input file used 845

for this case. We consider 5 different zones with 50, 40, 45, 846

35 and 50 IPTV customers respectively. There are 10 differ- 847

ent types of customers. The input files specifies the number of 848

each types of customers in each zone. For example, in zone 1, 849

there are 6 customers of type 1, 2 customers of type 2, and 850

so on. Different types have different requirements, which are 851

provided in the input file. For example, for type 1 customers, 852

the maximum required memory is 1 GB, maximum storage is 853

2 TB, and the maximum bandwidth is 3 Mbps. 854
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Fig. 6. For VFenceSynth (a) number of required VMs w.r.t. incoming traffic rate, (b) number of deployed agents and utilized servers w.r.t. number of
available COTS servers, and (c) memory utilization w.r.t. incoming traffic rate.

The available number of servers per zone is provided along855

with their memory and storage. A service provider utilizes856

these servers for setting up the virtual RGs and STBs. In857

this problem scenario, vTVSynth provides a SAT result. The858

result provides values of the model variables that correspond859

to the placement of the virtual RGs and STBs satisfying all860

the requirements and constraints of the IPTV network. For861

example, it tells that the virtual RGs and STBs for this zone862

should be hosted on servers 1, 2 and 4. It also tells that the863

STB for customer 1 in zone 1 needs to be deployed on server864

1 of this zone. Again, there should be 4 RGs for this zone,865

which should be set up on server 1 and server 2. The solution866

also provides the identification of servers used for each client,867

as well as the RGs and STBs assigned to them. According to868

the model, each client is assigned an STB, which meets the869

requirements of memory and storage of the client’s type. For870

example, client 2 in zone 1 is of type 2, which has a memory871

requirement of 2 GB, and storage requirement of 3 TB. The872

STB assigned for this client meets these requirements. An RG873

is assigned to one or more clients, which processes all the874

incoming and outgoing traffic for these clients. The solution875

makes sure that the processing rate of an RG exceeds the total876

bandwidth requirements of all the clients using it.877

VI. EVALUATION878

In this section, we present the evaluation of VFenceSynth879

and VTVSynth. We present the relationships among different880

parameters and the scalability of the developed tools.881

A. Methodology882

We ran experiments on different network topologies of883

different configurations and connectivity of 5−100 COTS884

servers to evaluate VFenceSynth. The servers are equipped885

with memory between 16−48 GB and CPU cores of 2−7. On886

the other hand, to evaluate VTVSynth, we performed experi-887

ments on different network topologies with different numbers888

(50−400) of customers of different types located in differ-889

ent numbers of zones. We considered at least one server per890

zone. The servers are equipped with memory ranging from891

16−48 GB, and storage ranging from 10−30 TB. The tools892

were run on a machine running Windows 10 and equipped893

with an Intel Core i7 Processor and a 16 GB memory.894

B. Relationships Between Deployment Parameters 895

To evaluate VFenceSynth, we increased the traffic rate, 896

which includes the attack packets, gradually from 50 to 897

150 Gbps, and observed the number of deployed dispatchers 898

and agents. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6(a). In this case, with 899

the increment of traffic, the number of dispatchers increases 900

very slowly, in comparison to the number of agents. It is pos- 901

sible for the same number of agents to process a certain range 902

of traffic rate. In the figure, the number of agents remains the 903

same between traffic rates of 80 and 100 Gbps. As the traffic 904

rate passes beyond 100 Gbps, the number of agents increase 905

to 8 from 7; it remains the same up to 120 Gbps. 906

Fig. 6(b) shows the number of deployed VMs, as well as the 907

number of utilized servers, with respect to the number of total 908

available servers in the network topology for a certain amount 909

of incoming traffic (80 and 140 Gbps). As the number of avail- 910

able servers increases, the number of agents also increases 911

slowly. The resource and bandwidth constraints are responsi- 912

ble for this, as the tool tries to find a solution utilizing all the 913

prospective VMs. The number of candidate servers for deploy- 914

ing VMs increases in the system as there are more servers. 915

Possible bottlenecks in bandwidth and single point of failures 916

can be avoided by utilizing more servers. The graph demon- 917

strates that the number of required agents and utilized servers 918

for 140 Gbps of traffic is higher than that of 80 Gbps of traffic. 919

We can also observe from the graph that the increasing rate of 920

number of utilized servers is higher than the rate of increas- 921

ing agents. This justifies our finding of Fig. 6(c). This graph 922

shows the memory utilization of the utilized servers, which 923

is the ratio of total memory of the VMs and memory of the 924

utilized servers. The memory utilization is slightly higher for 925

lower number of available COTS servers in the network. For 926

a certain number of servers, the memory utilization remains 927

almost constant as traffic increases. Also, we can observe that 928

the memory of the servers is neither overutilized, nor under- 929

utilized. In this experiment overutilization threshold was set 930

to 80%, while the underutilization was set to 50%. 931

We present the relationship between the number of deployed 932

VMs (STBs and RGs) and the number of customers in 933

Fig. 7(a). The figure shows that the number of deployed virtual 934

STBs increases with the number of customers. Some STBs are 935

shared between customers of exactly same requirements (e.g., 936

same number of subscribed channels, same STB size, etc.). 937
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Fig. 7. For VTVSynth (a) Number of deployed VMs w.r.t. number of customers, (b) number of utilized servers w.r.t. number of zones, and (c) number of
utilized servers w.r.t. number of customers.

Fig. 8. (a) VFenceSynth synthesis time w.r.t. number of available COTS servers, (b) the model synthesis time w.r.t. incoming Traffic Rate (Gbps), and
(c) number of z3 clauses created by VFenceSynth w.r.t. number of COTS servers.

The increment of number of RGs is slower compared to the938

increment of STBs. This entails that multiple customers can939

be served with a single RG, as long as the RG is capable to940

process that traffic for all its connected customers.941

The number of utilized servers increase very slowly, and942

remains almost the same with the increment of number of943

zones, for a certain number of total customers. This is demon-944

strated in Fig. 7(b). The small increment of utilized servers945

for the same number of customers is due to the fact that946

at least one server in each zone needs to be used. With the947

increment of zones, there are more potential utilized servers,948

which needs to be used for customers distributed in these949

zones.950

Fig. 7(c) presents the relationship between the number of951

customers and the total number of utilized servers. We can952

observe that the increment of number of utilized servers is953

almost linear with the increment of number of customers.954

We provision at least one server per zone in our modeling955

of VTVSynth. This is reflected in the figure, as well. For 5956

zones, the minimum number of utilized servers is 5, while for957

10 zones, it is 10.958

C. Scalability Analysis959

We evaluate the scalability of both VFenceSynth and960

VTVSynth by analyzing the time required to synthesize the961

virtual topology by varying the problem size. The synthesis962

time includes the model generation time and the constraint963

verification time for the first full solutions. We do not present964

any comparison with other works, as there is no other work965

that deals with the same problem of formal synthesis of NFV, 966

to the best of our knowledge. 967

We also observe the model synthesis time by varying the 968

number of available servers while keeping the incoming traffic 969

rate constant in Fig. 8(a). We observe the time for scenarios 970

with attack rate of 80 Gbps and 140 Gbps by increasing the 971

number of servers from 10 to 100. It was observed that the 972

time increases significantly with the increase of the number 973

of servers. As the number of available servers increases, the 974

problem size increases in terms of the number of possible 975

flows between the dispatcher and an agent. Hence, the number 976

of resource constraints increases with the increment of servers. 977

Verification of more constraints is required as the model size 978

increases, and more time is required to reach a solution. We 979

also show the time for finding the optimal number of servers if 980

the number of available servers is presented on the x-axis. We 981

can observe that the time increases rapidly with the number of 982

servers, as the time involves multiple solutions. If the network 983

size is considerably large, the time for synthesizing the NFV 984

topology will be infeasibly high. In such a case, we can divide 985

the network into smaller subnets, divide the operation accord- 986

ingly, and solve the individual problem for each subnet. The 987

overall solution will be the combined NFV topology, although 988

the result can be far from the optimal one. We leave this 989

part for our future research, as this would take adding further 990

constraints for collaboration among all the subnets. 991

The VFenceSynth model synthesis time with respect to the 992

incoming traffic rate is shown in Fig. 8(b). Three scenarios 993

with 25, 50 (including optimal) and 75 servers are presented 994

in the graph. We observe that the required time increases 995
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Fig. 9. (a) VTVSynth model synthesis time w.r.t. number of customers, (b) the model synthesis time w.r.t. number of zones, and (c) the model synthesis
time w.r.t. number of available COTS servers.

Fig. 10. (a) The Mininet topology for simulation, (b) Packet transmission rate over simulation time, and (c) Benign packet loss over simulation time.

almost linearly with incoming traffic rate. As the attack traf-996

fic increases, added VMs need more resources to process the997

traffic. As a result, the constraints become more strict to solve.998

As a result, the solver takes more time to find a solution. It is999

worth mentioning that an incremental solution can provide a1000

result in much quicker time. For example, a full solution for1001

50 servers processing 80 Gbps of traffic takes 643 seconds.1002

However, if we consider a problem which solves only 10 Gbps1003

of incremented traffic while keeping all other constraints the1004

same, it takes less than a minute to solve the problem. The time1005

to provide an incremental solution, however, depends on how1006

many variables are assigned values from a previous solution1007

and how many are made available for new assignments.1008

In Fig. 8(c), the number of clauses generated by the z31009

solver was measured for a varying number of servers. These1010

clauses correspond to the Z3 assertions that need to be1011

satisfied. As the number of servers increases, the number1012

of clauses also gradually increases. We observed that for1013

a certain number of servers, there is not much difference1014

in the number of generated clauses for 80 and 140 Gbps1015

traffic.1016

In Fig. 9, we present the scalability of VTVSynth. As we1017

increase the number of customers, the time required to syn-1018

thesize the network increases almost linearly, as shown in1019

Fig. 9(a). We can also observe that with the increase in the1020

number of zones, the rate of increment of time increases. For1021

example, synthesis time is more for 10 zones than 3 zones1022

for the same number of customers. The rate of time increment1023

increases more rapidly for 10 zones, as we increase the num-1024

ber of customers. With the increment in the number of zones,1025

the number of available servers increases, and each server is1026

associated with several clauses. As a result, the solver takes 1027

longer time to satisfy the constraints. 1028

Fig. 9(b) shows the linear increment of time with respect 1029

to the increment of number of zones. As there are more dif- 1030

ferent z3 clauses are created for more zones, the verification 1031

time increases. The same is true for increment of number of 1032

available servers. We notice that the time increases almost lin- 1033

early with the increase of number of available servers. This is 1034

demonstrated in Fig. 9(c). 1035

D. Simulation of VFenceSynth 1036

We use the Mininet VM for the simulation of the effective- 1037

ness of VFenceSynth. We use a network topology consisting 1038

of several hosts, some Openflow-enabled switches that can be 1039

designed using software definition, as shown in Fig. 10(a). 1040

We use a Floodlight controller running on a separate VM for 1041

the mesh nature of the network topology. With the help of the 1042

controller, we dynamically add flow table rules to the switches 1043

to mimic the properties of the dispatcher and the agents. The 1044

dispatcher balances the load by distributing different flows to 1045

different agents, while the agents maintain a whitelist of legit- 1046

imate sources. One of the hosts run a simple HTTP server 1047

(host 6) on port 80. Some of the hosts (host 1 and 2) act 1048

as malicious clients, while some of them (host 3, 4, and 5) 1049

are legitimate clients. The malicious clients perform a DDoS 1050

attack on the server by sending a large amount of SYN pack- 1051

ets over a particular period of time. The legitimate clients try 1052

to establish a connection through the three-way TCP hand- 1053

shake by sending WGET messages, and are served with a 1054

html page. 1055
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We show the packet transmission rate from the clients over1056

a period of 1 min in Fig. 10(b). As shown in the graph, the1057

attacker hosts start the SYN flood attack to cause a DDoS1058

attack at 10 sec and lasts until 50 sec. The total packet trans-1059

mission rate jumps up to 20,000 packets/sec. We chose the1060

metric of packet loss percentage for benign packets. Fig. 10(c)1061

presents the packet loss for three cases: the first one is when1062

there is no defense mechanism in place, the second and third1063

ones are the loss while utilizing 3 and 5 agents respectively,1064

when they have a limited queue/buffer size. In case of no1065

defense, almost 100% legitimate packets are lost. In case of1066

3 agents, we have a loss ratio of about 30% throughout the1067

attack period. For this attack intensity, VFenceSynth synthe-1068

sizes a network of VMs consisting of 5 agents. Incorporating1069

5 agents yields almost no packet loss.1070

VII. CONCLUSION1071

NFV-based network systems are increasingly becoming1072

popular for cyber-defense and QoS maintenance. We pro-1073

pose VFenceSynth and VTVSynth, two separate frameworks1074

that deal with challenges in allocating resources to VMs that1075

implement virtual network functions for security and qual-1076

ity maintenance. They consider the requirements and resource1077

constraints, and formally models the NFV architecture synthe-1078

sis problem. The solution to the model provides the placements1079

and classifications of the VMs. We evaluate the frameworks in1080

different test networks by a varying number of servers, traffic1081

intensity, and customer specifications. The results show that1082

the tools can generate feasible results within a sustainable1083

period of time. In future, we would like to extend this research1084

to solve the software-defined infrastructure synthesis problem1085

where we can integrate the NFV architecture synthesis.1086
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